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Abbreviations
Acronym

Definition

AOD

Above Ordnance Datum

DPD

Development Plan Documents

EA

Environment Agency

GIS

Geographical Information Systems

LiDAR
LPD

Light Detection and Ranging
Local Planning Documents

NFCDD

National Flood and Coastal Defence Database

PPS25

Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk

ReFH

Revitalised Flood Hydrology

SA

Sustainability Appraisal

SFRA

Strategic Flood Risk Assessment

SFRM

Strategic Flood Risk Mapping

SuDS

Sustainable Drainage Systems
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Glossary
Term
1 in 100 year
event

Definition
Event that on average will occur once every 100 years. Also expressed as an
event, which has a 1% probability of occurring in any one year.

1 in 200 year
event

Event that on average will occur once every 200 years. Also expressed as an
event, which has a 0.5% probability of occurring in any one year.

1 in 100 year
design standard
Flood Zone 1

Flood Zone 2

Flood Zone 3a

Flood Zone 3b –
Functional
Floodplain

Flood defence

Flood defence that is designed for an event, which has an annual probability of
1%. In events more severe than this the defence would be expected to fail or to
allow flooding.
This zone comprises of land assessed as having a less than 1 in 1000 annual
probability of river of sea flooding in any year (0.1%).
This zone comprises land assessed as having between a 1 in 100 year and 1 in
1000 year annual probability of river flooding (1% - 0.1%) or between a 1 in 200
year and a 1 in 1000 year annual probability of sea flooding (0.5% - 0.1%) in any
year.
This zone comprises land assessed as having a 1 in 100 or greater annual
probability of river flooding (>1%) or a 1 in 200 or greater annual probability of
flooding from the sea (>0.5%) in any year.
This zone comprises land where water has to flow or be stored in times of flood.
SFRAs should identify this Flood Zone (land which would flood with an annual
probability of 1 in 20 (5%) or greater in any year or is designed to flood in an
extreme (0.1%) flood, or at another probability to be agreed between the LPA and
the Environment Agency, including water conveyance routes).
Infrastructure used to protect an area against floods as floodwalls and
embankments; they are designed to a specific standard of protection (design
standard).

Floodplain

Area adjacent to river, coast or estuary that is naturally susceptible to flooding.

Flood storage

A temporary area that stores excess runoff or river flow often ponds or reservoirs.

Fluvial flooding

Flooding by a river or a watercourse.

Local
Development
Framework (LDF)
Mitigation
measure

The core of the updated planning system (introduced by the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004). The LDF comprises the Local Development
Documents, including the development plan documents that expand on policies
and provide greater detail. The development plan includes a core strategy, site
allocations and a proposals map.
An element of development design which may be used to manage flood risk or
avoid an increase in flood risk elsewhere.

Overland Flow

Flooding caused when intense rainfall exceeds the capacity of the drainage
systems or when, during prolonged periods of wet weather, the soil is so saturated
such that it cannot accept any more water.

Risk

The probability or likelihood of an event occurring.

Sustainable
drainage system
Sustainable
development

Methods of management practices and control structures that are designed to
drain surface water in a more sustainable manner than some conventional
techniques.
Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations meeting their own needs.
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1

Introduction
Scott Wilson Ltd was commissioned to undertake a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) for
South Hams District Council (SHDC). This Level 2 SFRA forms part of the evidence base for the
Local Development Framework and meets the requirements of Planning Policy Statement 25:
Development and Flood Risk (PPS25).
Scott Wilson Ltd completed a Level 1 SFRA for South Hams District Council in June 2007. This
has allowed SHDC to determine the variations in flood risk across the administrative area for
spatial planning purposes and undertake the Sequential Test as set out in PPS25. Where
development cannot be located in accordance with the Sequential Test, PPS25 advises that the
scope of the SFRA should be increased to provide necessary information for the application of
the Exception Test. This forms a Level 2 SFRA.
The Totnes / Dartington Development Plan Document (DPD) – Preferred Options Stage was
released in October 2007 for public consultation. This document identifies preferred
development site options and other sites on previously developed land within the Totnes /
Dartington area. In addition, spatial planning policies are identified that also need to consider
flood risk.
Liaison with South Hams District Council and the Environment Agency has identified 5 sites
requiring further investigation in terms of flood risk to inform the Local Development Framework
(LDF) process. These are described in Chapter 2 within the context of the DPD.
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2

Study Area

2.1

Context
This Level 2 SFRA focuses on the Totnes and Dartington locality within the SHDC administrative
area.
The location of the development site options identified within the Totnes / Dartington DPD are
provided in Appendix A, this also indicates the Flood Zones produced as part of the Level 1
SFRA in relation to the development site options. In total, twenty-eight sites have been identified
by SHDC. These sites have been tested against sixteen Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Objectives
through the Sustainability Threshold Assessment carried out as part of the Totnes / Dartington
DPD – Preferred Options report. The summary matrix of the Sustainability Threshold
Assessment is provided in Appendix B.
SHDC has used the Sustainability Threshold Assessment to inform the selection of preferred
options for development that include sites that are classed as ‘previously developed land’ and
greenfield sites where no development currently exists. The following sites have been identified
for potential development:
•

Riverside, Totnes (Site 5 and 6)

•

Meadowside, Dartington and Totnes (Site 22, 23 and 24)

•

Market Square and Civic Hall, Totnes (Site 28)

•

Bidwell, Dartington (Site 20)

•

Baltic Wharf, Totnes (Site 7)

•

Totnes Dairy, Totnes (Site 26)

•

Webbers Yard, Dartington (Site 18)

The site numbers provided in brackets relate to the development site options provided in
Appendix A. Liaison with SHDC and the Environment Agency has identified a requirement for
further information with respect to flood risk for the following sites:
•

Riverside – Site 6

•

Meadowside – Site 22, 23 and 24

•

Baltic Wharf – Site 7

•

Totnes Dairy – Site 26

In addition, further information on flood risk is required for the proposed Park and Stride scheme
located at the site adjoining the A381 at Brutus Bridge.

2.2

Overview of Flood Risk
The dominant sources of flood risk within the Totnes / Dartington area are from tidal and fluvial
flooding that are mainly associated with the River Dart. Appendix A provides the extents of Flood
Zone 2, 3a and 3b (see Glossary for definitions), Flood Zone 1 consists of those areas not
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covered by the other Flood Zones. It should be noted that Flood Zone 3b is termed ‘Functional
Floodplain’, this is land where water has to flow or be stored in times of flood and was identified
in liaison with the Environment Agency for Area Centres and Local Centres at the SFRA Level 1
stage (see Section 4.3, SFRA Level 1 Report and Recommendations, June 2007).
The tidal flood risk within Totnes extends upstream to Totnes Weir (SX 800630 612580)
although is most dominant downstream of the railway bridge (SX 803620 611450). The fluvial
flood risk within the Totnes / Dartington area is predominantly from the River Dart and to a lesser
extent its tributaries that include the River Hems, Malt Mill Lake and the Bidwell Brook. The
fluvial flood risk within the Malt Mill Lake and River Hems is, in part, influenced by the tidal
influence of the River Dart.
A further potential source of flood risk within Totnes is from the Mill Leat that runs from Totnes
Weir (SX 800630 612580) to its outlet controlled by a flap valve into the River Dart at
approximately SX 807920 606920. The flow within the leat is controlled at the offtake from
Totnes Weir by a sluice structure. However, at high flows within the River Dart, this structure
may become bypassed creating a preferential flow route along the Mill Leat.
The Level 1 SFRA identified the occurrence of flooding from a range of sources, these are
provided in Table 2.1. These indicate that the influence of tidal and fluvial flooding is most
significant within Totnes. Surface water flooding also occurs but may be associated with
tidal/fluvial flooding causing locking of drainage systems discharging into the River Dart.
Table 2.1: Notable flood events in Totnes.
Event Date
1974
1979
1981
1983
2002
2006

Details
97 properties within Totnes affected by combined fluvial and tidal flooding
(approximately 1 in 30 year event).
A fluvial event with an approximate return period of 1 in 20 year. Required
evacuation of Totnes Fire Station and other low lying areas.
Tidal flooding reported at Steamer Quay Road, Totnes.
Coronation Rd/Fore St and low lying areas flooded due to tidal event.
Surface water flooding to 12 properties in Warland area, flood depths
exceeded 0.5 m in some areas.
Tidal flooding reported at Steamer Quay Road, Totnes.

The Level 1 SFRA identified the occurrence of flooding from a range of sources, these are

2.3

Data Sources
To inform the Level 2 SFRA, data collected as part of the Level 1 SFRA and additional data
provided by the Environment Agency has been used to investigate flood risk within Totnes. The
sources of available data are as follows:
•

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data – digital elevation data provided by the
Environment Agency;

•

National Flood and Coastal Defence Database (NFCDD) – details on the location,
extent, standard of protection and condition of existing flood defences provided by the
Environment Agency;
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•

South West Region Extreme Tide Level Report (2003) – Information on predicted tide
levels for extreme events provided by Environment Agency;

•

Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk – Information on the
predicted affects of climate change on future sea levels;

•

Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk Practice Guide –
Information on scope and guidance on the preparation of Level 2 SFRAs;

•

Flood Risk Assessment Guidance for New Developments: Phase 2, FD2320/TR2 –
Information on the flood hazard associated with varying degrees of depth and velocity;

•

Ordnance Survey 10k Map Tiles – provided by South Hams District Council;

•

Totnes Strategic Flood Risk Mapping (SFRM) - Hydraulic Modelling Report, January
2007 – Royal Haskoning. Provided by the Environment Agency. Detailed hydraulic
modelling study of fluvial flooding;

•

Totnes Prefeasibility Study: Draft Report, July 2007 – Royal Haskoning. Provided by
the Environment Agency. Information on the existing standard of defence in Totnes
and prefeasibility of potential options.
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3

Methodology
The predominant flood source for each site has been identified by comparing the predicted flood
levels for either a 1 in 100 year fluvial flood event or 1 in 200 year tidal flood event and using a
precautionary approach advocated within the Practice Guide to PPS25. In addition, where
functional floodplain exists (Flood Zone 3b), this has been considered within the commentary
provided in Section 4.
Flood event scenarios for the predominant flood source have been modelled to demonstrate the
predicted flood extent and depths at each potential development site. Table 3.1 shows the flood
event scenarios used for each potential development site.
Table 3.1: Flood event scenarios modelled at each potential development site
Site

Flood Event Scenarios modelled

Baltic Wharf

1 in 200 year Tidal Flood Event (2008 Levels)
1 in 200 year Tidal + Inclusive of Climate Change (2108)
1 in 1000 year Tidal (2008 Levels)
1 in 200 year Tidal Flood Event (2008 Levels)
1 in 200 year Tidal + Inclusive of Climate Change (2108)
1 in 1000 year Tidal (2008 Levels)
1 in 200 year Tidal Flood Event (2008 Levels)
1 in 200 year Tidal + Inclusive of Climate Change (2108)
1 in 1000 year Tidal (2008 Levels)
1 in 100 year Fluvial Flood Event (2008 Levels)
1 in 100 year Fluvial Flood Event + Inclusive of Climate Change (2108)
1 in 100 year Fluvial Flood Event (2008 Levels)
1 in 100 year Fluvial Flood Event + Inclusive of Climate Change (2108)

Riverside

Park and Stride

Totnes Dairy
Meadowside

The flood event scenarios have been derived using the MapInfo GIS platform to generate the
results in a diagrammatic form that are provided in Appendix C (Figures A-E). The process used to
establish the flood depth and extent at each site for each scenario is described below:
•

A digital elevation raster grid was generated within the GIS from LiDAR digital elevation
data to provide ground level elevation information at each site;

•

A raster grid representing the flood level for each flood event scenario at each site was
generated within the GIS;

•

The flood depth grid was produced within the GIS by subtracting the flood level raster
grid from the digital elevation raster grid.

The resultant flood depth grid was overlain onto Ordnance Survey 10k Map tiles and development
site boundaries to provide information on:
•

Depth and extent of flooding within the potential development sites;
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•

Level of flood depth hazard within the potential development sites;

•

Safe access and egress routes from the potential development sites.

The flood depth grids produced within the GIS represent the tidal and fluvial flood levels (see
Table 3.2) of the modelled flood event scenarios (shown in Figures A-E). The modelled flood
event scenarios predict the current day and inclusive of climate change to year 2108 flood
extents and depths. It should be noted that for fluvial flooding events, inclusion of climate
change to year 2108 has been based upon the model sensitivity runs undertaken within the
Totnes SFRM study (Royal Haskoning, 2007a). The model sensitivity run for the 1 in 100 year
flow plus 20% has been used and is consistent with current guidance on the effects of climate
change on peak flows in PPS25.
Table 3.2: Tidal and fluvial flood event levels at each development site. Flood levels highlighted
in red have been used to define the localised flood zones.

Baltic Wharf
100/200 year
1000 year
Riverside
100/200 year
1000 year
Park and Stride
100/200 year
1000 year
Totnes Dairy
100/200 year
1000 year
Meadowside
100/200 year
1000 year

3.1

Tidal
Current

Flood level m AOD
Fluvial
Climate Change Current

3.85
4.19

4.85
5.19

2.83

4.21

3.85
4.19

4.85
5.19

3.04

4.24

3.85
4.19

4.85
5.19

3.57

4.41

3.85
4.19

4.85
5.19

4.73

5.09

-

-

5.61

5.73

Climate Change

Flood Hazard Mapping
A flood hazard map has been produced for each site based on predicted flood depths. Information
with respect to depth of flooding and hazard is provided in ‘Flood Risk Assessment Guidance for
New Developments: Phase 2, FD2320/TR2’. Table 3.3 illustrates the likely hazard to people based
on flow depth and flow velocity.
The flood hazard categories defined in Table 3.3 have been used to identify safe access and
egress routes both inside and beyond the boundary of the new development. The flood hazard
maps provided in Appendix C do not account for velocity as this information was unavailable from
the existing modelling. Velocity has therefore been assumed to be zero and the flood hazard
maps are based on depth only.
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This approach is appropriate at a strategic level to inform SHDC decisions. Where predicted flood
depths indicate that there is danger for ‘most’ and ‘all’ (Table 3.3) assuming zero velocity, the
consideration of flood velocities greater than zero will have the following effect:
•

Danger for all – Hazard will remain the same

•

Danger for most – Hazard will either remain the same or increase to ‘Danger for all’

However, where possible, development should be steered away from such areas and therefore
this approach is appropriate at the strategic level.
Table 3.3: Danger to people for different combinations of depth and velocity. (Table 13.1 from
‘Flood Risk Assessment Guidance for New Developments: Phase 2, FD2320/TR2).
Depth (m)
0.05

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.60

0.80

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

0.00
0.10
-1

Velocity (m s )

0.25
0.50
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00

Key:
Danger for some – includes children, the elderly and the infirmed
Danger for most – includes the general public
Danger for all – includes emergency services
Note: The flood hazard categories for the purpose of this Level 2 SFRA assume zero
velocity.
The Flood Risk Assessment Guidance for New Developments: Phase 2, FD2320/TR2 provides
an indication of the potential danger associated with driving vehicles in floodwaters:
•

Cars and vans are unstable in 0.5 m of still water;
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•

Larger vehicles such as fire engines are unstable in 0.9 m of still water.

These depth values decrease as the velocity of the flood waters increase. Paragraph 6.13 of the
Practice Guide to PPS25 identifies that car parks should ideally not be subject to flood depths in
excess of 0.3 m.

3.2

Flood Risk to Third Parties
Flood Storage Capacity
It is important to differentiate between tidal and fluvial sources in relation to the effects on flood
storage and risk to third parties. In open tidal areas, proposed development or raising the ground is
unlikely to impact on maximum tidal levels due to the infinite amount of water associated with tidal
flood water. Therefore the provision of compensatory storage should not be necessary as there
would be no increased flood risk to third parties.
An exception in tidal areas is where raised defences exist. Where a flood event exceeds the
standard of protection afforded by the flood defences, overtopping of flood defences may occur.
New development behind flood defences may displace water therefore increasing risk to third
parties. Due to the finite amount of water associated with fluvial flood water there are few
circumstances where development within the floodplain would not increase the risk of flooding to
third parties. The provision of compensatory flood storage or conveyance would normally be
required for development within the fluvial floodplain.

Surface Water Management
Surface water management arrangements at the proposed developments should be such that the
volumes and peak flow rates of surface water leaving a developed site are no greater than the
rates prior to the proposed development, unless specific off-site arrangements are made and result
in the same net effect. PPS25 recommends the use of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) to
be incorporated into the development at the design stage. This will ensure that flood risk to third
parties is not increased.
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4

Results

4.1

Baltic Wharf
Table 4.1: Baltic Wharf key information
Site Name: Baltic Wharf

Current

Future

Low

Low

1 in 25 Year

< 1 in 25 Year

Predominant Flood Source: Tidal
Predominant Flood Hazard Category
Standard of Defence*
Other Considerations

Comments

Ownership and Maintenance**

Private

Defence Type**

Sheet Piling

Third Party Impacts

None

Safe Access and Egress

Achievable via Sharpham Drive

Mitigation Measures

Sequential location of development using flood risk
vulnerability classification (PPS25 Table D.2). Land
raising to reduce the depth of flood water in extreme
conditions to acceptable levels..

* Based on information in Totnes Prefeasibility Study: Draft Report (Royal Haskoning, 2007b),
** Based on information in National Flood and Coastal Defence Database
Table 3.2 identifies that tidal flooding is the predominant source of flood risk at Baltic Wharf. The
flood level for the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event is 3.85 m AOD. The flood level inclusive of
climate change to year 2108 is 4.85 m AOD.
Although the majority of the site is located within Flood Zone 1, a strip of low lying land
(approximately 40 m wide) adjacent to the River Dart is located within Flood Zones 2 and 3a
(Figure A1). Onsite topographic levels range from approximately 3 m adjacent to the River Dart
to approximately 30 m towards the western boundary (Figure A2). Figure A2 highlights the
steep gradient onsite.

Flood Defence
Existing flood defences consist of sheet piling along the wharf edge, where the lowest point in
the defence is 3.23 m AOD. The existing flood defences at this location are estimated to have
an overall standard of protection of 1 in 25 year (Royal Haskoning, 2007b).
However, with regards to standard of protection from fluvial flooding the lowest point in the
existing flood defences (3.23 m AOD) is greater than the 1 in 100 year fluvial flood level (2.83 m
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AOD), as shown in Table 3.2. Therefore the existing flood defences have a fluvial standard of
protection of greater than 1 in 100 year.
When considering the anticipated effect of climate change, the tidal and fluvial level for the 1 in
200/100 year event will significantly reduce the standard of defences. To mitigate against the
potential flood risk at the Baltic Wharf site, a sequential approach to development on site is
recommended. The sequential location of development within the site can be made based on the
Flood Risk Vulnerability (PPS25 Table D.2).

Current Flood Risk
The current flood extent and depths across the site from the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event are
shown in Figure A3. The flooded extent covers the low lying land adjacent to the River Dart
where flood depths range between 0 m – 0.75 m. There are areas of Flood Zone 1, 2 and 3a
within the site boundary.

Climate Change Flood Risk
The flood depths across the site from the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event inclusive of climate
change to the year 2108 are shown in Figure A3. This illustrates that the likely increase in the
flood extent is negligible due to the steep increase in gradient at the site confining the floodplain.
Depths within the flooded extent increase by approximately 1 m across the site with depths in
the range of 0.25 m to 2 m experienced across parts of the site.

Flood Hazard
The current day flood hazard and flood hazard inclusive of climate change (to year 2108)
resulting from the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event is displayed in Figure A4. This illustrates that
the current flood hazard within the flooded extent is classified as ‘Danger for some’/‘Danger for
most’. The severity of the flood hazard inclusive of climate change (to year 2108) increases to
‘Danger for most’ with significant areas being classified as ‘Danger for all’. The flood hazard
coverage across the Baltic Wharf site during the current and future 1 in 200 year tidal flood event
is provided in Table 4.2 below.
Table 4.2: Flood hazard across the Baltic Wharf site during the current and future 1 in 200 year
tidal event.
Site Area: 8.46 ha
Flood Hazard Category
Outside Flood Extent
Low Risk
Danger For Some
Danger For Most
Danger For All

Site Area (%)
Current
78.34
3.89
9.54
8.04
0.18

Future
75.18
0.19
0.32
16.08
8.23

Figure A5 illustrates the flood depths and hazard associated with the current 1 in 1000 year tidal
flood event. The depths and hazard associated with this flood event are less severe than the
predicted 1 in 200 year event inclusive of climate change.
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Access/Egress
Safe access and egress from the new development can be achieved from the higher ground to
the west of the site. Access via Sharpham Drive adjacent to the north west boundary, or Totnes
Down Hill to the west of the site, is considered to provide safe routes to and from the
development site by both vehicle and foot.
Safe access and egress routes within the flooded extent of the site can also be achieved by
raising ground levels to an agreed level.

Summary
The majority of the Baltic Wharf site is located within Flood Zone 1. A thin strip of land adjacent to
the River Dart is located within Flood Zones 2 and 3a. The effects of climate change are negligible
on the extent of the 1 in 200 year flood, however flood depth will increase by approximately 1 m,
creating a flood hazard classified as ‘danger for most’ with significant areas being classified as
‘danger for all’. Development can be located sequentially based on flood risk vulnerability within the
site. Safe access and egress routes can be achieved both inside and beyond the site boundary.
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4.2

Riverside
Table 4.3: Riverside key information
Site Name: Riverside

Current

Future

Danger for Most

Danger for All

1 in 25 Year

< 1 in 25 Year

Predominant Flood Source: Tidal
Predominant Flood Hazard Category
Standard of Defence*
Other Considerations

Comments

Ownership and Maintenance**

Environment Agency

Defence Type**

Sheet piled, pre-cast concrete and masonry retaining
wall

Third Party Impacts

None

Safe Access and Egress

Achievable via Parkers Way or Pathfields Road (with
mitigation measures).

Mitigation Measures

Land raising to reduce the depth of flood water in
extreme conditions to acceptable levels.

* Based on information in Totnes Prefeasibility Study: Draft Report (Royal Haskoning, 2007b),
** Based on information in National Flood and Coastal Defence Database
Table 3.2 identifies that tidal flooding is the predominant source of flood risk at the Riverside site.
The flood level for the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event is 3.85 m AOD. The flood level inclusive of
climate change to year 2108 is 4.85 m AOD.
The majority of the site is located within Flood Zone 3a (Figure B1). Site elevations displayed in
Figure B2 show that site is relatively level, with a slight increase in level to the north of the
current caravan park located within the site boundary.

Flood Defence
Existing flood defences along the Steamer Quay Road consist of sections of sheet piling, precast wall and masonry retaining wall. The lowest point in the defence is 3.22 m AOD. The existing
flood defences at this location are estimated to have an overall standard of protection of 1 in 25
year (Royal Haskoning, 2007b). However, with regard to the standard of protection from fluvial
flooding, the lowest point in the existing flood defences (3.22 m AOD) is greater than the 1 in 100
year fluvial flood level (3.04 m AOD), as shown in Table 3.2. Therefore the existing flood
defences have a fluvial standard of protection of greater than 1 in 100 year.
The draft Totnes Prefeasibility Study (Royal Haskoning, 2007b) indicates that urgent remedial
works are required at a number of sections of the flood defences at Steamer Quay car park to
maintain the current standard of defence. When considering the anticipated effects of climate
change, the tidal and fluvial level for the 1 in 200/100 year event will significantly reduce the
standard of defences.
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Current Flood Risk
The current flood extent and depths across the site from the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event are
shown in Figure B3. The flooded extent covers the majority of the site with depths ranging
between 0 m – 1 m.
In addition, there is a small watercourse that flows along the southern boundary of the site. A
flap valve controls the discharge of this watercourse into the River Dart. A catchment area of
2
3 -1
0.51 km and a flow of 0.7 m s for a 1 in 100 year flood event have been calculated using the
Revitalised Rainfall Runoff Method (ReFH). It is unlikely that significant flooding of this site will
occur from fluvial flooding due to the short duration of the event (<2.5 hours) and flow depths
and velocities are unlikely to pose a significant risk.

Climate Change Flood Risk
The flood depths across the site from the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event inclusion of climate
change to year 2108 are shown in Figure B3. This illustrates that the flood extent increases,
inundating the land to the east of the caravan park, including Parkers Way and the playing field
beyond the boundary of the site. Depths within the flooded extent increase by approximately 1 m
across the site with depths of up to 2 m experienced across large areas of the site.

Flood Hazard
The current day flood hazard and the flood hazard inclusive of climate change (to year 2108)
resulting from the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event is displayed in Figure B4. Figure B4 shows that
the majority of the site currently has a flood hazard classified as ‘Danger for most’. The severity
of the flood hazard inclusive of climate change to the year 2108 onsite increases to
predominantly ‘Danger for all’. The area to the north of the caravan park has a lower flood
hazard classification (‘Danger for most’). The flood hazard coverage across the Riverside site
during the current and future 1 in 200 year tidal flood event is provided in Table 4.4 below.
Table 4.4: Flood hazard across the Riverside site during the current and future 1 in 200 year tidal
event.
Site Area: 2.12 ha
Flood Hazard Category
Outside Flood Extent
Low Risk
Danger For Some
Danger For Most
Danger For All

Site Area (%)
Current
5.41
3.72
6.86
81.48
2.53

Future
0.00
0.07
0.00
13.13
85.85

Figure B5 illustrates the flood depths and hazard associated with the current 1 in 1000 year tidal
flood event. The depths and hazard associated with this flood event are less severe than the
predicted 1 in 200 year event inclusive of climate change.
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Access/Egress
With regards to the majority of the site, a safe access and egress route is considered to be
difficult to achieve inside the boundary due to the severity of the flood hazard resulting from the
extent and depth of the flood.
Safe access and egress by foot may be possible for development located to the north of the
caravan park. By raising ground levels within this section of the site a safe route could be
achieved onto Parkers Way or Pathfields Road.

Summary
The majority of the Riverside site is located within Flood Zone 3a. The effect of climate change
during a 1 in 200 year event increases the extent and depth of flooding across the site. This
includes an increase in flood depth by approximately 1 m creating a flood hazard classified as
‘Danger for all’ across the majority of the site. Safe access and egress routes for the majority of
the site are considered unlikely due to flood depths being greater than 2 m when allowing for the
effects of climate change. Safe access and egress to a small area of the development site, north
of the current caravan park, may be achieved by raising ground levels to provide a safe route for
people and vehicles.
It should be noted that the effects of climate change have been considered for a 100 year
lifetime to provide a precautionary approach that allows for the potential development of housing.
For commercial developments it is only necessary to consider climate change effects for a 60
year development lifetime. The flood level accounting for the effects of 60 years of climate
change is approximately 0.5 m below the 100 year climate change effects flood level.
A site specific Flood Risk Assessment should ensure that raising ground levels does not obstruct
flood flow routes and that there is no lost of flood storage capacity.

Additional Commentary
Following submission of the Final Report (October 2008), South Hams DC requested additional
commentary on flood risk for the existing car parking at Longmarsh (end of Steamer Quay Road)
and an area of green open space to the south east. These are summarised in the Table 4.5.
This area is subject to flood risk predominantly from tidal sources and is located within Flood
Zone 3a (see Appendix A). Both the existing car parking and green open space increase in
elevation with distance from the right hand bank of the River Dart.
Information from the NFCDD identifies that a complex revetment (concrete steps) and sheet
piling are present along the river bank by the existing car parking. A stone revetment is present
along the river bank by the public open space.
The current day flood extent for a 1 in 200 year event indicates that there is limited depth of
flooding in both the existing car park and green open space. Flooding is experienced across an
extent of approximately 25 m from the river bank. Depths range from 1 m adjacent to the river
bank decreasing to 0.25 m approximately 10 m from the river bank. Flood Hazard is considered
to be low for the majority of the area.
Accounting for climate change, flood depths increase by approximately 1 m with flood hazard
changing to danger for most.
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Access and egress during current day conditions is constrained due to flooding experienced
along Steamer Quay Road prior to entry into the car park. This is further constrained during
climate change conditions by increased depth of flooding. It is noted that there is potential to
incorporate safe access and egress if allocation occurs for Site 5 identified in the
Totnes/Dartington DPD.
Table 4.5: Longmarsh key information
Site Name: Longmarsh Area
Predominant Flood Source: Tidal
Predominant Flood Hazard Category
(1 in 200 Year – Tidal Event)
Standard of Defence*

Existing Car Park

Green Open Space

Current

Future

Current

Future

Low

Danger for
Most

Low

Danger for
Most

1 in 25

< 1 in 25

1 in 25

< 1 in 25

Other Considerations

Existing Car Park

Green Open Space

Ownership and Maintenance**

Private/ Environment
Agency

Private

Defence Type**

Complex revetment
(concrete)/Sheet piled

Stone revetment

Third Party Impacts

None

None

Safe Access and Egress

Unlikely to be achievable by due to depths experienced
on Steamer Quay Road unless Site 5 identified in
Totnes DPD (see appendix A for location) is allocated
and appropriate access is incorporated during
Masterplanning.

Mitigation Measures

Land raising to reduce the depth of flood water in
extreme conditions to acceptable levels.

* Based on information in Totnes Prefeasibility Study: Draft Report (Royal Haskoning, 2007b),
** Based on information in National Flood and Coastal Defence Database
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Park and Stride
Table 4.5: Park and Stride key information
Site Name: Park and Stride
Current

Future

Danger for Most

Danger for All

1 in 20 Year

< 1 in 20 Year

Predominant Flood Source:
Tidal/Fluvial
Predominant Flood Hazard Category
Standard of Defence*
Other Considerations

Comments

Ownership and Maintenance of
Defences**

Private

Defence Type**

Natural river bank

Third Party Impacts

None

Safe Access and Egress

Unlikely to be achievable via A381.

Mitigation Measures

Unlikely to be achievable

* Based on information in Totnes Prefeasibility Study: Draft Report (Royal Haskoning, 2007b),
** Based on information in National Flood and Coastal Defence Database
The fluvial and tidal flood levels presented in Table 3.2 identify that tidal flooding is the
predominant source of flood risk at the Park and Stride site. The flood level for the 1 in 200 year
tidal flood event is 3.85 m AOD. The flood level inclusive of climate change to the year 2108 is
4.85 m AOD.
The majority of the site is located within Flood Zone 3b (Figure C1). Site elevations displayed in
Figure C2 show that the site slopes downwards to the south.

Flood Defence
There are no formal flood defences along the bank of the River Dart at this location. The NFCDD
database identifies that the natural river bank has an overall standard of protection of 1 in 20
years. As the site is located within Functional Floodplain (Flood Zone 3b) flood defences would
not be suitable at this location.

Current Flood Risk
The current flood extent and depths across the site from the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event are
shown in Figure C3. The flooded extent covers the entire site with flood depths ranging from
0.25 m in the north to 2 m in the south and is classified as Functional Floodplain (Flood Zone
3b).

Climate Change Food Risk
The flood depths across the site from the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event and the flood event
inclusive of climate change (to year 2108) are shown in Figure C3. Figure C3 shows the flood
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extent encroaching onto the A381, which boarders the eastern boundary of the site. The flood
depths within the site increase by approximately 1 m across the area. The flood depth is shown
to be greater than 2 m across the majority of the site. Flood depths on the A381 are between
0.25 m to 0.75 m.

Flood Hazard
The current day flood hazard and the flood hazard inclusive of climate change (to the year 2108)
resulting from the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event is displayed in Figure C4. Figure C4 shows that
the current flood hazard at the site is classified as ‘Danger for most’. The severity of the flood
hazard onsite inclusive of climate change to the year 2108 increases to ‘Danger for all’ with a
small area in the north east of the site being classified as ‘Danger for most’. The flood hazard
coverage across the Park and Stride site during the current and future 1 in 200 year tidal flood
event is provided in Table 4.6 below.
Table 4.6: Flood hazard across the Park and Stride site during the current and future 1 in 200
year tidal event.
Site Area: 0.77 ha
Flood Hazard Category
Outside Flood Extent
Low Risk
Danger For Some
Danger For Most
Danger For All

Site Area (%)
Current
0
0
11.97
70.54
16.68

Future
0
0
0
12.01
87.69

Figure C5 displays the flood depths and hazards associated with the current 1 in 1000 year tidal
flood event. The depths and hazard associated with this flood event are less severe at this site
than the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event inclusive of climate change to year 2108.

Access/Egress
Safe access and egress routes both inside and beyond the boundary are considered unlikely.
The low elevation of the site in comparison to the bordering land to the south and east means
that the opportunity for safe access and egress both for people and vehicles is considerably
reduced.
The affects of climate change on the 1 in 200 year tidal flood event results in the A381, which is
the major access road to the site, having a flood hazard classification of ‘Danger for most’. Flood
depths within this flood hazard classification can make vehicles difficult to control or if stationary
may cause cars to float.

Summary
The majority of the Park and Stride site is located within Functional Floodplain (Flood Zone 3b)
and therefore water should be allowed or be stored during times of flooding. The effects of
climate change on the 1 in 200 year tidal flood increase the flood extent and depth at the site.
The flood depth will increase by approximately 1 m creating a flood hazard classified as ‘danger
for all’. Safe access and egress routes are considered difficult to achieve both inside and beyond
the site boundary. Viable mitigation measures are unlikely to be achievable at this site.
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4.3

Totnes Dairy
Table 4.7: Totnes Dairy key information
Site Name: Totnes Dairy
Current

Future

Danger for Some

Danger for Most

1 in 50 Year

< 1 in 50 Year

Predominant Flood Source:
Tidal/Fluvial
Predominant Flood Hazard Category
Standard of Defence*
Other Considerations

Comments

Ownership and Maintenance**

Private

Defence Type**

Natural bank along River Dart, Masonry wall along Mill
Leat

Third Party Impacts

Potential to increase flooding to third parties by
obstruction of flow routes or loss of flood storage
capacity.

Safe Access and Egress

Achievable from Area A of the site. Area B is classified
as Functional Floodplain (Flood Zone 3b) and is
unlikely to be achievable.

Mitigation Measures

Sequential location of development using flood risk
vulnerability classification (PPS25 Table D.2).
Flood wall to increase the standard of flood defence at
the site.*
Restoration of area to north of leat to green open
space offset by releasing greenfield sites for
development in areas of lower flood risk.

* Based on information in Totnes Prefeasibility Study: Draft Report (Royal Haskoning, 2007b),
** Based on information in National Flood and Coastal Defence Database
The fluvial and tidal flood levels presented in Table 3.2 identify that fluvial flooding is the
predominant source of flood risk at the Totnes Dairy site. The flood level for the 1 in 100 year
fluvial flood event is 4.73 m AOD. The flood level inclusive of climate change to year 2108 is
5.09 m AOD. In addition, the area to the north of the leat (Area B) is predominantly classified as
Functional Floodplain (Flood Zone 3b) with the exception of the existing buildings.
The site is located predominantly within Flood Zones 1 and 3b (Figure D1) and can be divided
into two distinct areas based on the predominant Flood Zone in which they are located, as
follows:
•

Area A: South of Leat – Flood Zone 1;

•

Area B: North of Leat – Flood Zone 3b (Functional Floodplain);
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Figure D2 shows the varying ground levels across the site which range from approximately 6 m
AOD in the south of the site (Area A) to approximately 2 m AOD in the north of the site (Area B).

Flood Defence
Existing flood defences consist of a natural bank estimated to have an overall standard of
protection of 1 in 50 years (Royal Haskoning, 2007b). The Totnes Prefeasibility Study: Draft
Report (Royal Haskoning, 2007b) indicates that it may be possible to introduce a flood defence
scheme at this site. However, it should be noted that the Totnes Prefeasibility Study is in draft
format at the time of writing and therefore the outcomes of the report should not be solely relied
upon for the purposes of planning decisions in the LDF process.
The suggested flood defence scheme would consist of a flood wall from the railway line to the
Mill Leat sluice. It is suggested within the draft Totnes Prefeasibility Report (Royal Haskoning,
2007b) that if this option was to be progressed, a Section 106 agreement should be sought for
Planning Approval. However, this flood defence scheme may have the potential to increase
flooding to third parties by obstruction of flow routes and/or loss of flood storage capacity. As
fluvial flooding is the predominant flood source at the site compensatory storage would have to
be provided.
A more sustainable mitigation option to reduce the flood risk at the Totnes Dairy site would be to
sequentially locate development within the site. The sequential location of development would
steer development based on flood risk vulnerability (PPS25 Table D.2).
Alternatively, SHDC may seek to restore the area to the north of the leat to green open space
and release existing greenfield land in an area of lower flood risk for development. Restoration of
this area may be sought through a Section 106 agreement.

Current Flood Risk
The current flood extent and depths across the site from the 1 in 100 year fluvial flood event are
shown in Figure D3. The flooded extent covers Area B with flood depths of approximately 0.5m.
Apart from the existing buildings, the majority of Area B is classified as Functional Floodplain
(Flood Zone 3b) that is where water is allowed to flow or be stored during times of flooding.

Climate Change Flood Risk
The flood depths across the site from the 1 in 100 year fluvial flood event inclusive of climate
change to the year 2108 are shown in Figure D3. This illustrates that the increase in flood extent
is negligible due to the distinct step in elevation between the two areas. The flood depths within
the flooded extent at the site increase by approximately 0.4 m to 0.9 m. The effects of climate
change are likely to increase the requirement of the floodplain to convey flood flows and
therefore will remain as Functional Floodplain (Flood Zone 3b).

Flood Hazard
The current day flood hazard and flood hazard inclusive of climate change resulting from the 1 in
100 year fluvial flood event is displayed in Figure D4. Again, the level of flood hazard across the
site can be divided into two areas, as below:
•

Area A: South of Leat – Low;
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•

Area B: North of Leat – ‘Danger for some’.

The flood hazard inclusive of climate change to the year 2108 increases the severity of the flood
hazard within Area B to ‘Danger for most’, whereas the flood hazard of Area A remains at the
same flood hazard. The flood hazard coverage across the Totnes Dairy site during the current
and future 1 in 100 year fluvial event is provided in Table 4.8 below.
Table 4.8 Flood hazard across the Totnes Dairy site during the current and future 1 in 100 year
fluvial event.
Site Area: 2.77 ha
Flood Hazard Category
Outside Flood Extent
Low Risk
Danger For Some
Danger For Most
Danger For All

Site Area (%)
Current
43.45
6.50
40.09
9.96
-

Future
41.26
0.31
7.83
47.60
3.00

Access/Egress
Safe access and egress for potential development should be considered individually for each
area of the site:
•

Area A - Safe access and egress both inside and beyond the site boundary can be
achieved by vehicle and foot. This area of the site is in a low flood hazard area;

•

Area B – Safe access and egress both inside and beyond the site boundary is
achievable, however this is likely only by foot and not vehicle. It should be noted that
the majority of the area is Functional Floodplain (Flood zone 3b), therefore viable
options to achieve safe access and egress are limited;

A site specific Flood Risk Assessment for redevelopment of this site, if allocated, should ensure
that there is no transfer of flooding to third parties through the obstruction of flood flow routes or
loss of flood storage capacity. In addition, if flood defence measures were viable, funding and
maintenance for the lifetime for the development should be sought through a Section 106
agreement.

Summary
The Totnes Dairy site can be regarded as two separate areas with regards to development and
flood risk. Area A has a low flood hazard classification and it is considered that safe access and
egress can be achieved both inside and outside the site boundary. Area B is classified as flood
hazard ‘Danger for some’ at present increasing to flood hazard ‘Danger for all’ inclusive of
climate change to the year 2108. In addition, Area B is designated as Functional Floodplain
(Flood Zone 3b), and therefore only water compatible development is appropriate within this
zone based on the vulnerability classification within PPS25 (Table D2, Annex D).
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4.4

Meadowside
Table 4.9: Meadowside key information
Site Name: Meadowside

Current

Future

Low

Low

No Defence

No Defence

Predominant Flood Source: Fluvial
Predominant Flood Hazard Category
Standard of Defence*
Other Considerations

Comments

Third Party Impacts

Potential to increase flooding to third parties by runoff
from future development exceeding current Greenfield
runoff rate.

Safe Access and Egress

Achievable via Ashburton Road

Mitigation Measures

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) should be
incorporated into the development design to ensure
Greenfield runoff rates are not exceeded.

* No flood defences identified from NFCDD, site walkover identifies natural banks privately
maintained.
The fluvial and tidal flood levels presented in Table 3.2 identify that fluvial flooding is the
predominant source of flood risk at the Meadowside site. The flood level for the 1 in 100 year
fluvial flood event is 5.61 m AOD. The flood level inclusive of climate change to the year 2108 is
5.73 m AOD.
Although the majority of the site is located within Flood Zone 1, Figure E1 shows the extent of
Flood Zones 3a and 3b (functional floodplain). Site elevation displayed in Figure E2 identifies
two distinct tributaries to the Bidwell Brook that are significantly lower than the surrounding site
levels.
It is understood that the Environment Agency has undertaken revised modelling of their Flood
Zones but this information was unavailable for the purpose of this report. It is noted that a large
area of Flood Zone 3 is indicated crossing the site opposite Puddavine, however, this is
inconsistent with existing site levels and topography.

Flood Defences
There are no existing flood defences providing protection from the Bidwell Brook or the River
Dart. When considering the anticipated effects of climate change, as the majority of the site is
located within Flood Zone 1, future development can be sequentially located to steer
development classified higher up the flood risk vulnerability table (PPS25 Table D.2) to areas of
lowest flood risk. By taking the sequential approach official flood defences would not be required
to protect future development at the Meadowside site.
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Current Flood Risk
The current flood extent and depths across the site from the 1 in 100 year fluvial flood event are
shown in Figure E3. The flooded extent covers the low lying land adjacent to the Bidwell Brook
and tributaries that flow through the site. Flood depths range from 0.25 m to 2 m in the deeper
parts of the channel.
The extent of the flood zones shown in Figure E1 and the flood extents shown in Figure E3 are
notably different. This is because this Level 2 SFRA uses the most recent LiDAR data and a 1 in
100 year flood level data from existing modelling to generate the flood extent and depth
mapping.

Climate Change Flood Risk
The flood depths across the site from the 1 in 100 year fluvial flood event inclusive of climate
change to the year 2108 are also shown in Figure E3. Figure E3 shows that the increase in
flood extent is negligible due to the relatively steep gradient increase at boundaries with the
Bidwell Brook and tributaries. Depths within the flooded extent increase by approximately 0.12 m
across the site accounting for climate change.

Flood Hazard
The current day flood hazard and the flood hazard inclusive of climate change (to the year 2108)
resulting from the 1 in 100 year fluvial flood event is displayed in Figure E4. Figure E4 shows
that the current flood hazard onsite at present and flood hazard inclusive of climate change
classification is predominantly ‘Danger for some’ within the extent of the flooded area. The flood
hazard coverage across the Meadowside site during the current and future 1 in 100 year fluvial
event is provided in Table 4.10 below.
Table 4.10 Flood hazard across the Meadowside site during the current and future 1 in 100 year
fluvial event.
Site Area: 4.65 ha
Flood Hazard Category
Outside Flood Extent
Low Risk
Danger For Some
Danger For Most
Danger For All

Site Area (%)
Current
88.27
2.42
6.71
2.54
0.06

Future
86.68
2.49
3.07
7.64
0.11

Access/Egress
Due to the confined nature of the flood hazard at this site the overall flood hazard of the site is
considered to be low. However, development on site should be located sequentially to ensure
that developments of a higher vulnerability classification are located in the lowest flood risk area.
A safe access and egress route from the new development both inside and beyond the site
boundary is achievable via Ashburton Road which runs parallel to the southern boundary. This is
achievable by both vehicle and foot.
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Summary
The majority of the Meadowside site is located outside of the floodplain, although small areas of
low lying land are located within Flood Zones 3a and 3b. The potential effect of climate change is
negligible on the flood extent and depth from the 1 in 100 year fluvial flood. The relatively small
areas of the site within the flooded extent have the flood hazard classification ‘Danger for most’.
A safe access and egress route from the new development site appears to be achievable.
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5

Summary
Scott Wilson Ltd completed a Level 1 SFRA for South Hams District Council in June 2007. The
Level 1 SFRA provided the necessary flood risk information across the district to undertake the
Sequential Test, as set out in PPS25. Where development could not be located in accordance
with the Sequential Test a Level 2 SFRA has been required to provide the necessary information
to undertake the Exception Test. This Level 2 SFRA forms part of the evidence base for the
SHDC Local Development Framework.
This Level 2 SFRA has focused on 5 development sites in the Totnes and Dartington area which
have been identified as requiring further investigation in terms of flood risk, namely:
•

Baltic Wharf, Totnes

•

Riverside, Totnes

•

Park and Stride, Totnes

•

Totnes Dairy, Totnes; and

•

Meadowside, Dartington and Totnes.

The predominate source of flood risk at each development site has been identified and modelled
to predict the current day and inclusive of climate change to year 2108 flood extents and depths.
The flood hazard associated with the flood depth at each development site has been determined
and used to assess safe access and egress routes onsite. Table 5.1 provides a summary for all
of the sites.
This report has identified that the five development sites have varying degrees of flood risk
associated with them, resulting from the onsite flood extents and depths. Where safe access
and egress routes from the development have been identified as problematic an engineering
feasibility report to address these difficulties at the planning application stage is recommended.
All of these sites, if allocated, will require a detailed site specific Flood Risk Assessment at the
planning application stage to investigate the flood risk issues identified within this Level 2 SFRA.
It should be noted that the statements made in this report are based on the best available data at
the time of writing and therefore further study prior to allocation may be beneficial to confirm the
viability of potential development.
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Table 5.1: Summary of Flood Risk for sites identified within Level 2 SFRA.
Predominant
Flood Source

Site

Flood Hazard (Average)

Standard of Protection

Current

Future

Current

Future

Safe Access/Egress

Mitigation

Baltic Wharf

Tidal

Low

Low

1 in 25

< 1 in 25

Achievable via Sharpham Walk

Sequential
location
of
development within site based
on flood risk vulnerability
classification in PPS25

Riverside

Tidal

Danger for
Most

Danger for
All

1 in 25

< 1 in 25

Achievable via Parkers Way or
Pathfields
Road
(with
mitigation measures)

Potential for land raising to
reduce depth of flood water to
acceptable levels

Park
Stride

Tidal
(also
identified
Functional
Floodplain
–
Flood Zone 3b
from
fluvial
sources).

Danger for
Most

Danger for
All

1 in 20

< 1 in 20

Unlikely to be achievable via
A381

Unlikely to be viable

and
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Totnes
Dairy

Fluvial (Area B
predominantly
in
Functional
Floodplain
–
Flood Zone 3b)

Danger for
Some

Danger for
Most

1 in 50

< 1 in 50

Achievable for Area A (south of
leat), unlikely to be achievable
for Area B.

Sequential
location
of
development within site based
on flood risk vulnerability
classification in PPS25
Flood wall to increase the
standard of flood defence at the
site.
Restoration of area to north of
leat to green open space offset
by releasing greenfield sites for
development in areas of lower
flood risk.

Meadowside

Fluvial

Low

Low

n/a

n/a
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